### STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
### DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
### NOVEMBER 4, 2008

#### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ☐

#### FEDERAL OFFICES
**PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT**
- **VOTE FOR ONE TEAM**

#### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.

- **To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question.**
- **To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.**

#### CITY OFFICES
**CITY OF LAKEVILLE**
- **MAYOR**
  - **VOTE FOR ONE**
    - HOLLY DAHL
    - WENDY WULFF
- **COUNCIL MEMBER**
  - **VOTE FOR UP TO TWO**
    - SUNNY BHATIA
    - BROOKS LILLEHEI
    - W. PETER "PETE" VON HOHENBERG
    - LAURIE RIEB
    - KERRIN SWENZER
    - Zachary Mirose

#### UNITED STATES SENATOR
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- YES
- NO

#### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
**DISTRICT 2**
- **VOTE FOR ONE**

#### STATE OFFICES
**STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
- **DISTRICT 36A**
  - **VOTE FOR ONE**

#### COUNTY OFFICES
**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**
- **DISTRICT 2**
  - **VOTE FOR ONE**
  - VICTORIA A. D'VORK
  - SCOTT HORSFORD
  - MARIAN BROWN

- **DISTRICT 4**
  - **VOTE FOR ONE**
  - PETER THOMAS SCHAFFER
  - CHRIS RIELSEN
  - Allison Mirose

- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**
  - **DISTRICT 6**
    - **VOTE FOR ONE**
    - MICHAEL T. CARR
    - JOE MIEYERS

#### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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## INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s), like this: 

### SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 192 (FARMINGTON)
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
VOTE FOR UP TO THREE
- JULIE MCKNIGHT
- TIM BURKE
- KIMBERLE SIMONES
- VERONICA WALTER
- BRUCE WESTOVER
- JULIE SINGEWALD
- MARK FAY
- MARK FAY
- MARK FAY

### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### SUPREME COURT
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3
VOTE FOR ONE
- PAUL M. ANDERSON Incumbent
- TIM TINGElSTAD
- ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
VOTE FOR ONE
- JULIE SINGEWALD
- LORIE SKJELVNE-GALEA Incumbent
- DEBORA HEBLEKUND
- COURT OF APPEALS
JUDGE 16
VOTE FOR ONE
- DAN GRAY
- JUDGE 13
VOTE FOR ONE
- ROBERT R. KENDRICK, JR. Incumbent
- JUDGE 15
VOTE FOR ONE
- EDWARD TIOSSARDO, JR. Incumbent
- JUDGE 17
VOTE FOR ONE
- THOMAS J. RALITOWSKI Incumbent
- JUDGE 21
VOTE FOR ONE
- ROGER M. FLAPIS Incumbent
- JUDGE 22
VOTE FOR ONE
- KEVIN G. ROSS Incumbent

### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### 1ST DISTRICT COURT
JUDGE 32
VOTE FOR ONE
- NATHAN J. REITL
- JOSEPH CARTER Incumbent
- JUDGE 1
VOTE FOR ONE
- CAROL H. HOITEN Incumbent
- JUDGE 5
VOTE FOR ONE
- KEVIN W. EIDE Incumbent
- JUDGE 14
VOTE FOR ONE
- ROBERT R. KENDRICK, JR. Incumbent
- JUDGE 18
VOTE FOR ONE
- EDWARD LYNCH Incumbent
- JUDGE 19
VOTE FOR ONE
- SHAWN MOYNIHAN Incumbent
- JUDGE 20
VOTE FOR ONE
- THOMAS G. MCCRATH Incumbent
- JUDGE 23
VOTE FOR ONE
- RICHARD C. PERKINS Incumbent
- JUDGE 24
VOTE FOR ONE
- MICHAEL V. SOVIS Incumbent
- JUDGE 25
VOTE FOR ONE
- MIKE FAHEY Incumbent
- JUDGE 30
VOTE FOR ONE
- KAREN ARBAUGH Incumbent
- JUDGE 31
VOTE FOR ONE
- THOMAS W. BIBUS Incumbent
- JUDGE 31
VOTE FOR ONE
- MARY THEISEN Incumbent

---

U.S. Senator
Process Lakeville P-5
Challenged Incumbent Challenged by FRANKLIN "not Coleman,
Challenger," "Identifying Marks"

---

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
Buck Card/124 Reps/374-08 "Lakeville P-5 192"